Supplementary Figure 5: A.
(From left to right) Panels showing unstained control to set gating threshold Zombie Violet stained cells and GAPDH-Alexa488 stained cells. This gating was used for the subsequent marker assessment. The plot distributions show the signal intensity distributions for B. DSP and C. CDH1 from BSA (BLUE) or PA (RED) treated cells. The overlap images show that the DSP peak in the PA treated cells is clearly shifted towards the left, indicating a population of cells with reduced DSP expression in PA treated condition. The CDH1 plots show a distinct bimodal distribution, where the low-intensity peak (lower CDH expression) is higher in the PA treated cells, while the high-intensity peak (higher CDH expression) is higher in the control cells, and is suggestive of sub-population of cells. Sample_ID   CD36  FABP1  FABP4  FABP5  SLC27A2 SLC27A5 CDH2  FN1  SNAI1  SNAI2  TWIST1 TWIST2 VIM  ZEB1  ZEB2  CDH1  CLDN4  CLDN7  MUC1  TJP3 
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